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‘patacritical Interrogation—a real world implementation of the principles of French play-

wright Alfred Jarry’s science of ‘pataphysics—picks up where James Shelby Downard’s 

“King-Kill/33: Masonic Symbolism in the Assassination of John F. Kennedy” leaves off—on 

the brink between paranoid conspiracy theory and avant-garde literature.

In this volume of applied ‘patacriticism, edited by Los Angeles-based artist/critic Doug 

Harvey, pre-existing texts are subjected to extreme stress (by repeated passes through 

google translator, for example) to make them reveal their hidden meanings, key docu-

ments in ‘patacritical research are reprinted, and original artifacts generated from new 

research are published for the first time anywhere.

‘patacritical Interrogations Techniques Anthology Volume 3 (or ‘pITA3) offers a solid intro-

duction to this exciting new field for readers unfamiliar with ‘patacriticism, as well as a 

sampling of the very latest developments for those already entrenched in the discipline.

“It’s a fascinating crash course in bizarro-think, conspiracy theory and apocalypse antici-
pation, all governed by a crazed defiance of logic and established standards and a desper-

ate lust for sweeping redefinition of philosophy, art, perhaps even history itself.”

 — Jonny Whiteside, LA Weekly

Whether you’re a Fox Mulder Area 51 believer, a Carrie Mathison government conspiracy 
theorist or just someone who likes a spectacle, you’ll likely enjoy....’patacritical Interroga-

tions Techniques Anthology Volume 3.” 

— TIME OUT Los Angeles
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